"__ on the Fourth of July"
"Saving Private __"
"12 O'clock __"
"Hamburger __"
Cuba Gooding Jr in "Men of __"
"__ Harbor" with Affleck and Hartnett
"Heartbreak __" with sergeant Clint Eastwood
1989 Civil War movie with Washington and Broderick
George C. Scott's memorable general
"A __ of Their Own"; women on the home front
The best of the best - Navy pilot style
1977's "A __ Too Far"
Mel Gibson's Revolutionary War movie, "The __"
"A Few __ __"
Bill Murray, Harold Ramis and John Candy army movie
"Johnny __"; Book by Forbes, movie by Disney
"__ Under Fire"
Robin William's "Good Morning __"
1980s film, Russians invade and teens fight back
June 6, 1944. "The __ Day"
"The Sands of __ __"
"Private __", Goldie Hawn's well loved role
"Gods and __", Book by Jeff Shaara
"The __ President"
"__ Down", The Battle of Mogadishu
"Mr. Smith Goes to __"
"Rules of __"
Will Smith's blockbuster "__ Day"
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